With the emergence of spatial and temporal data being important structuring elements of today's Internet, this special issue presents some outstanding research results that address novel indexing and query processing challenges. This issue consists of three papers, which are briefly discussed as follows.
defined, retrieval problem that is often rather challenging to tackle. The paper presents a general framework for performing inverse search, and then, gives concrete algorithms under the framework to solve the inverse search problem for all the query definitions mentioned earlier. Extensive experiments confirm the efficiency of the proposed algorithms. Besides proposing a novel problem and providing solutions with very good technical depth, the paper also has the potential of attracting further research (on inverse search coupled with other query definitions).
The third paper is entitled "MIDAS: Multi-Attribute Indexing for Distributed Architecture Systems" and is written by George Tsatsanifos (National Technical University of Athens), Dimitris Sacharidis and Timos Sellis (both "ATHENA" Research Center, Greece). This paper presents a novel multi-dimensional indexing infrastructure for highly dynamic P2P networks. The approach adapts a randomized adaptive kd-tree as the underlying index within a P2P overlay. Peers are responsible for the leaves and keep O(log n) additional information about its path, its neighbors along the path and its inverse neighbors (backlinks). Overall the approach presents a cleanly designed P2P index that inherits many nice properties from randomized binary trees.
We hope that you will enjoy reading this special selection and we are grateful to GeoInformatica for giving us the opportunity to publish these high quality articles. Here, we would also like to thank the authors and referees for their effort in organizing this special issue.
